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Every argument against raising the minimum wage involves pointing to some other

part of our broken system as if it were a beloved cultural treasure to defend rather

than just the next unacceptable thing that needs fixing.

“How is it fair to pay people making minimum wage $30k a year when high school teachers start at that?” as if stagnant

wages for teachers were an unrelated matter; don’t worry, Bill, we’ll get to it.

Everyone should have the means to survive and thrive and if the current system doesn't provide for that then nuts to the

current system; we shouldn't work for it, it should work for us.

This is (pretty obviously to me) the real reason our leaders are so resistant to giving people the relief money needed to

combat Covid.

They can't risk exposing the truth that you can actually just give people the money they need and nothing will break.

Our leaders are working to protect a system, but they shouldn't work for the system, they should work for us. The survival

and thriving of human beings is the goal. Any part of any system that doesn't work toward that goal can be jettisoned.

Is this obvious, it feels obvious.

"You can't change this malicious part of the system, because this other malicious part of the system will attack us in this

other way," well shit-damn, Larry, sounds like the system is the problem, doesn't it.

I think the economy would be better if everyone had more money to spend instead of just funneling the country's entire net

worth to like six people who increasingly resemble comic book supervillains.

I'm probably missing something.
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